


DYNAMIC FITNESS & STRENGTH DELIVERS MORE STRENGTH PER SQUARE FOOT®
Our company is built upon a history of manufacturing excellence and success. Within 
Dynamic’s ranks is a front line of dedicated professionals led by ownership and 
engineers who are two-time manufacturing champions. Dynamic Fitness & Strength 
is an American success story.

TAKING IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL
By leveraging relationships in raw materials, manufacturing and fabrication, Dynamic 
Fitness & Strength quickly gained a strong presence in the world of strength 
conditioning, becoming a leading manufacturer in under a decade. Through investment 
in state-of-the-art equipment and applying exceptional scrutiny to efficiency and 
waste control, Dynamic has produced the highest-quality equipment at the fastest 
lead times and competitive costs.

SETTING A NEW STANDARD
Among Dynamic Fitness & Strength’s differentiators are their extensive customization 
options, allowing schools and gyms to present amazing weight rooms that are 
designed for their specific program or need. Our team has over a century of combined 
experience as representatives and consultants in the fitness space, and Dynamic is 
setting a new standard of expectation for what your weight room, training center, or 
gym can be.



THE DYNAMIC DIFFERENCE

YOUR EQUIPMENT – YOUR IDENTITY

We get you. It’s your program. Your pride. Your 
identity. And we’re ready to customize to meet 
your needs, exceed your standards, and elevate 

your expectations for what your space can be.

WE MAXIMIZE YOUR RESOURCES

Thanks to a lifetime worth of experience in both 
fabrication and engineering, the talented core of 
our team is second to none in delivering the best 

in quality of product and experience.

PROUDLY MADE IN THE U.S.A.

Dynamic Fitness & Strength is headquartered 
in the heartland. And we are proud to carry on 
the great Midwestern tradition of hard work and 

quality that speaks for itself.



DYNAMIC STRONG

MORE THAN 500 SCHOOLS, ATHELTIC PROGRAMS, AND GYMS - AND GROWING!



YOUR DYNAMIC DIFFERENCE-MAKER
Dynamic Fitness & Strength didn’t start out as a mega-corporation. And Dynamic still isn’t a mega-corporation. The things that brought our company 
here – our core values in action – are what will make Dynamic the perfect partner to realize your new weight room. Fiscal responsibility means our 
team will help build a solution that meets your budget. Communication and teamwork ensure that we hear your needs and work together to make 
sure that’s what you get. Customer satisfaction is paramount to our process, and we believe that our commitment to continuous improvement in 

quality and process is what allows us to be a leader in the fitness equipment industry.
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DYNAMIC 
DESIGN

Decades of award-winning 
manufacturing experience and 
quality lay the foundation for quality 
that the Dynamic name holds to 
as a firm foundation. This same 
commitment to quality through 
experience allows Dynamic to 
produce industry-leading fitness 
and strength equipment that is 
proudly made in the USA.



FULL-SERVICE SOLUTIONS

FLOORING

Dynamic has sought out the best in quality and 
materials to fulfill your facility needs – and 
that goes beyond dumbbells and squat racks. 
Everything that does into building out your ideal 
space, including flooring can be customized to 
suit your unique ask.

YOUR SPACE, YOUR HOUSE

Dynamic creates a true home field advantage for 
the athletes in your facility. From door wraps to 
long-term vinyl applications, any visitor will know 
they’re in your house.

ULTRA PRO® & TITAN RACK SYSTEMS

The ULTRA PRO® rack system is the unique and 
peerless signature rack system developed
by Dynamic Fitness & Strength. It is used in 
hundreds of weightrooms and gyms across the 
United States.




































